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Agenda

1. Speaker: Allen Yang

Mr. Allen Yang is an expert on Indo-Pacific region macroeconomics and emerging

industries especially focus on China and India, with research domains covering

regional economy, renewable energy, green technology and AI. Yang has research

experience in the field of India solar market, AI, electronic manufacturing and smart

cities. He has participated in contracted projects of Taiwan's Industrial Development

Bureau (IDB), Ministry of Economic Affairs.

Market Intelligence & Consulting Institute (MIC)

Founded in 1987, Market Intelligence & Consulting Institute (MIC, previously

known as the Market Intelligence Center) is a division of the Institute for



Information Industry and a leader in Taiwan's ICT industry research and

consultancy. MIC is dedicated to providing a broad range of research on global ICT

industry, covering supply chain analyses, market trends, emerging technology and

major players' movement, as well as Taiwanese IT industry development. With a

research network spanning across Asia, MIC is ideally positioned to provide the

intelligence, insight, and unique perspective necessary for our clients to make

informed decisions.

2. Speaker: Jason Chang

Mr. Jason Chang’s research domains cover international political economy, ICT

applications related to energy efficiency and tele-Medicare. He has participated in

Taiwan’s “National Pilot Projects on Tele-Medicare”applications and “National Energy

Efficiency Enhancement” projects. Chang’s is currently serving at ITRI headquarter in

charge of collaborations with India and East Asia. Chang also participates as

researcher at “Asia-Pacific Industrial Collaboration Office” (APICO) under Taiwan's

Industrial Development Bureau (IDB), Ministry of Economic Affairs.

Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI)

Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) is one of the world’s leading

technology R&D institutions aiming to innovate a better future for society.

Founded in 1973, ITRI has played a vital role in transforming Taiwan's industries

from labor-intensive into innovation-driven. It focuses on the fields of Smart Living,

Quality Health, and Sustainable Environment. Over the years, ITRI has incubated

over 280 innovative companies, including well-known names such as UMC and

TSMC. In addition to its headquarters in Taiwan, ITRI has branch offices in the U.S.,

Europe, and Japan in an effort to extend its R&D scope and promote opportunities

for international cooperation around the world. ITRI continues to seek strategic

collaborative partners from around the world. Key partners include Corning Glass,

Underwriters Laboratories, and Applied Materials of the United States; Asahi Kasei,

Nidec, and AIST of Japan; Evonik, Heraeus, and Fraunhofer of Germany; TNO of the

Netherlands; VTT of Finland; Ericsson of Sweden; and NRC of Canada. With



international partners and overseas offices in Silicon Valley, Tokyo, Berlin, Moscow

and Eindhoven, ITRI is able to remain globally competitive and connected. Its

efforts in technological innovations have been recognized by prestigious honors

such as the Wall Street Journal's Technology Innovation Awards and R&D 100

Awards.

3. Speaker: Chieh-En Lee

Mr. Chieh-En Lee is account manager at CNFI, Taiwan. He is in charge of South Asia

and Southeast Asian industrial collaboration projects and plays as key role in CNFI’s

promotion in Taiwan’s “New South-Bound Policy”.

CNFI, Taiwan

Established in 1942, CNFI is one of the most influential opinion leaders in terms of

governmental advisory and lobbying in Taiwan. During the course of the well cited

“Taiwanese Economic Miracle”, CNFI has contributed tremendously to the

significant developments of contemporary economy of Taiwan. CNFI is an

industrial association representing the majority of manufacturing businesses in

Taiwan. As an intercessor among the many business constituencies, stakeholders,

and governmental authorities, CNFI is devoted to harmonizing major economic

activities and the society of Taiwan through furthering communications and

cooperation among various business communities and government sectors. CNFI is

a nonprofit organization consisting of 159 member associations in a wide range of

manufacturing industries in Taiwan. With each member association representing

its specific line of manufacturing, including steel, textile, IT, chemical, and

automotive industries and so on, all the member associations as a whole represent

more than 110,000 enterprises.
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